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Peacock

Biannual news from the John M. Pfau Library

f

Winter 2011

A day in the life of the John M. Pfau Library
October 4, 2010
Online
47,046 hits on our Web site.
50,671 hits on our database server.
479 catalog searches to view 3,231 pages.

Two students try out our newest computer lab.
by Bonnie Petry
Photographs by Robert Whitehead
WE KNOW that the work we do to keep the
library a vital and essential part of the university
is important, and so do the people of all
descriptions who benefit from our efforts. But do
the legislators know this and how can we make
sure they do?
Snapshot Day: One Day in the Life of
Your Library is the brainchild of the American
Library Association. By amassing a body of data
and other evidence of activity in libraries in a
particular state on a particular day, a compelling
“snapshot” can be created for use as an advocacy
tool. The California Library Association (CLA)
designated Oct. 4, 2010, as Snapshot Day.

We timed the grand opening of our new coffee
shop, Café au Lib, to coincide with Snapshot
Day. There were games with prizes—a bean bag
toss and a library knowledge quiz—and LOTS of
freebies. We also distributed brief surveys which
yielded these quotes:
“I love READING!”
“The library always has the resources I need.”
“Provides a quiet place for me to study and
important resources needed for my school work.”
“The librarians will give you ideas/help on how to
search for information on your topic.”
“Excellent academic resources.”
“It offers free Internet service and group study
rooms.”
The statewide results are in the process of
being collected on this page of the CLA Web site:
http://tinyurl.com/262vsh7. v

Foot Traffic
More than 1,400 people.
Circulation
410 checkouts.
Reference
197 reference questions answered.
Interlibrary Loan
72 requests sent to other libraries.
40 requests from other libraries.

With the repeal of the former ban on eating and
drinking in the library, Café au Lib welcomed its
first group of customers.

Above: Our comfortable, new seating gets put to the test AND helps students study for the test!
Below: Reference Librarian Bonnie Petry assists a student at the Reference Desk.

Just add water
by Cesar Caballero
I AM delighted to announce that our on going
efforts to create and develop new archival and
research collections has paid off in a very big way!
Established by the California legislature in
1958, the nationally acclaimed Water Resources
Center Archives is moving from Berkeley
to the Inland Empire. The library and the
Water Resources Institute have entered into
an innovative collaboration with the library
at UC Riverside to obtain this significant
collection which will be divided between them.
Composed of both historical and contemporary
materials, the WRCA is of immense value to
an extraordinary range of government agencies,
scholars, and professionals. The Pfau Library will
be working closely with its UCR counterpart to
create a network that will provide access to this
legacy for all its users.
The recommendations of the Space Advisory
Committee (SPAC III) continue to propell us
forward in re-purposing usable space in the
library building. Another small computer lab has
been installed on the first floor next door to our
new coffee shop, Café au Lib, which celebrated its
grand opening on Oct. 4th. In addition, available
group study space has been expanded.
Library staff and librarians, as well as campus
partners, have been busy planning future spaces
for the proposed refurbishing and expansion
when funding becomes avialable. We envision a

redesigned library building with new and exciting
features—a Knowledge Commons (a one-stop
shop for students) with services such as tutoring
and improved group study areas with modern
computer and audio/video equipment, as well as
extended stack areas.
The library’s strategic plan remains our
guiding light as we go about our planning and
the drafting of action plans in support of our
goals. See the sidebar for a list of those goals
and for those of you who want to read the entire
document, go to http://tinyurl.com/2bm9h4s.
With customer services oriented staff;
interesting and thought-provoking programs;
improved interlibrary loan services; expert
library instruction and research assistance; not
to mention the excellent resources of all types,
the library continues to succeed in its endeavor
to become the center of campus learning and
activity. Welcome to the Pfau Library! v

Café au Lib earned immediate student approval.
What better place to explore the scholarly
applications of caffeine?

Goals of the Strategic Plan
1. Marketing–Develop and implement
a strategic marketing and outreach plan to
promote library resources and services and to
increase library visibility on campus and in the
community.
2. Space–Reconfigure and refurbish the existing building, and recommend a new wing.
3. Partnerships–Explore partnerships with
campus units that would result in the creation
of a higher education learning environment
that sustains scholarship, encourages
collaboration, and empowers student learning.
4. Information Literacy Instruction–Design
and implement a curriculum plan to impart Information Competency (literacy) to all students
by the time they graduate.
5. Users–Design services and resource concepts to keep users coming back to the library.
6. Policies–Review, revise, and codify policies
and procedures.
7. Media–Work in collaboration with IRT
and ODL in the creation of an integrated creative media center.
8. Special Collections–Establish a Special
Collections Department that provides access to
archives, unique and rare materials, thematic
collections, and primary research sources.
9. Repository–Create an institutional repository(IR) to handle digitized materials.
10. Technology–Modernize the information
technology infrastructure of the library and
provide state-of-the art technological resources
to improve access to electronic materials and
media.
11. Collection Development–Provide superior access to materials needed by our students,
faculty, and staff.
12. Access–Improve access to the library’s
resources and services using Web 2.0 tools and
other state-of-the-art technologies.
13. Fundraising–Secure additional or supplemental funds for the Pfau Library for
continuous improvement of services, materials
and programs.
14. Services–Develop methods to improve
customer services.

Kindred spirits
by Lisa Bartle
RED STATES and blue states. Pundits using
rhetoric and spin so over the top that it seems
beyond reason to one side, but is a firm reality to
the members of the opposition. Other countries
have experienced the same divisions. Frustrated,
one side manages to wrest exclusive control
and proceeds to punish all its enemies, to the
detriment of everyone in the society.
Less than 50 years ago, China’s Great
Proletarian Cultural Revolution tore apart the
country. The Cultural Revolution began in 1966
and ended officially in 1976, with Mao Zedong’s
death (although Mao announced its ending as
early as 1969). The children who lived during
this period have grown up and documented
its excesses in memoirs and fictionalized
autobiographies. Each one is a fascinating read
and a cautionary tale to 21st-century Americans
who try to expand the chasms among us, rather
than to bridge them. All books are in the fifth
floor Juvenile Collection.

Little Green : Growing Up During
the Chinese Cultural Revolution
by Chun Yu
DS778.7 .Y78 2005
A verse novel and first-person memoir of the
Chinese Cultural Revolution (1966-1976).

Mao’s Last Dancer by Li Cunxin
GV1785 .L475 A3 2008
When he was 11 years old, Li Cunxin, a Chinese
peasant boy from a large family was chosen for
Madame Mao’s Beijing Ballet Academy. On a
trip to the United States, he found it was not
what he had been led to believe. He defected
to the West and joined the Houston Ballet. An
autobiography.

Red Scarf Girl : A Memoir of the Cultural
Revolution by Ji-li Jiang
DS778.7 .Y78 2005
In 1966, 12-year-old Ji-li Jiang was a good little
Communist girl. She proudly wore her scarf
and recited sayings from Mao’s Little Red Book.
But after her academic father is imprisoned, the
neighbors turn against them, accusing them of
bourgeoisie sympathies. A memoir.

Revolution Is Not a Dinner Party.
by Ying Chang Compestine.
PZ7 .C73615 Rev 2007
In 1972, 9-year-old Ling’s family is persecuted by
local party strongman, Li. Her father, a doctor,
is imprisoned, and she faces friendlessness and
hunger with a distant, unloving mother. An
autobiographical novel.

Snow Falling in Spring : Coming of Age
in China During the Cultural Revolution
by Moying Li.
DS778.7 .L5155 2010
In 1966, 12-year-old Moying sees the Red
Guards organize neighborhood beatings and
humiliations. She watches as they take her father
and his books from their home. She survives by
creating her own world in literature and reading.
An autobiography. v

mysteries. Here are a few of my favorites:
When present, it was considered a loincloth;
when lost, it is considered fine clothing.
My tongue, like a runaway donkey,
does not turn back.
In the city where there are no dogs,
the fox is boss.

Marginalia
by Bonnie Petry
MORE THAN 5,000 years ago, the Sumerians invented writing and quickly discovered the
advantages of being able to record things. They
used a specially-shaped stylus to impress patterns
on small tablets of wet clay, which, when dried
and sometimes baked, made a permanent text.
While inventories, sales receipts and packing lists
were the first genres of writing they explored,
they also wrote poetry, stories, etc. As the tablets
piled up, they invented the first libraries and
librarianship was born. At least some of the first
librarians were catalogers because we still have
catalogs of some of these early collections. Come
to think of it, a library of clay tablets is the only
type of library that can be preserved by fire!
Among the texts that have survived are the
most marvelous collections of proverbs which
appear to have been exercises for the scribes-intraining. Some of them reveal how little human
nature has changed while others remain delightful

Those who get excited should
not become foremen.
A good word is a friend to numerous men.
May a clever farmer live at home with you.
The gecko wears a tiara.
Want to read more of these? Go to the
proverb section of the Electronic Text Corpus of
Sumerian Literature http://tinyurl.com/fjwhrt. v

Those who get
excited should not
become foremen.

Microforms on the move
by Bonnie Petry
NO, WE don’t need to call an exterminator!
These microforms are the type we LIKE to have
in the library. This important collection, along
with the necessary equipment, has just moved
upstairs to the fourth floor near the elevators
to make room for a new computer lab and the
new coffee shop, Café au Lib. Not to worry—
reference librarians will still assist you when the
machines prove to be baffling or go kaflooey (yes,
that IS the appropriate technical term for these
situations) and are easily reached via the nearby
campus phone. v

Kindle comes of age
by Barbara Quarton
WHEN AMAZON released the original
Kindle in 2007, I rejoiced. What an incredible
concept—my own personal electronic book
collection. But was it just a phase?
I waited for awhile, and then I was so
intrigued I decided to try it. Of course, a few
months after I bought the original Kindle, the
Kindle 2 was released; you know how that goes.
Whatever—I still love my old Kindle. I take
it everywhere. For a while, my Kindle was a
conversation piece. Everyone wanted to know
what it was, how it worked, and if they could
hold it. And now…well, now Amazon says that
for every 100 hardcover books it sells, it also sells
143 Kindle books (and that’s not including the
free e-books). These days, when I pull out my
Kindle, it’s no big deal.
In fact, e-books now hold a 10 percent market
share of the book industry, and Amazon, Sony,
Barnes & Noble, and Borders are fighting toothand-nail for dominance. As of this writing,
the Kindle is still the leader, but there is some
bickering about exact percentage points. I’m
actually enjoying all this competition; it has
become kind of entertaining to see what will
happen next. For now, suffice it to say that the
market is driving a burst of innovation. The
biggest question at the moment is whether
Apple’s iPad will lure Kindle owners away from
their dedicated e-readers.
The Kindle features that thrilled me a couple
of years ago—shopping, highlighting, clipping,
and quick downloads—have been refined. The
smaller, thinner, lighter Kindle 3 with its fiveway control pad makes my original Kindle look
positively retro with its slanting keys, big page
control bars, and strange-now-that-I-think-aboutit “select wheel.” But my Kindle does have a
row of number keys, which the newest Kindle
does not. Kindle 3 doesn’t have a color display
or a touch screen, either. Amazon says the
technology isn’t good enough yet: eye strain and
glare are common with today’s color and touch
technologies.
But Kindle 3 does have text-to-speech
capability and it’s not going away this time. The
Library of Congress recently determined that it is
acceptable to circumvent digital locks on ebooks.
It will be interesting to see what affect this will
have on the audiobook market; Amazon severely
limited the text-to-speech function of the Kindle
2 in 2009 to appease nervous publishers and
authors. On the accessibility front, the National
Federation of the Blind recently put out a press
release commending Kindle’s new talking menus.
And Kindle apps will soon be flooding the
market—in early 2010 Amazon started accepting
applications from developers to build active
content to run on Kindle.
Some university libraries loan Kindles: North
Carolina State and University of Alabama, for
instance. It seems the libraries load their Kindles
with classic titles and loan them out for a few

days or a week. The libraries are cautioned by
Amazon to unregister their Kindles to prevent
“accidental” purchases on the account. Last year,
some universities even studied the feasibility of
e-reader use in the classroom, but they found that
the Kindle’s filing and navigation systems were
not a good fit for academic use.
On a personal note: my Kindle caused
something of a bibliocrisis. What books will I
add to my e-collection? Which books will I buy
and put on my shelves at home? Should I bother
with shelves at home? Really, the organizational
implications of owning a Kindle—or any e-reader
for that matter—are huge, and can lead to
complicated philosophical discussions that have
no clear-cut conclusions. How do you get from
“I want to buy a book” to “Is the book dead?” in
one conversation? Get an e-reader and join the
debate. v

Michael McElroy? To view a list of the Modern
Scholar courses owned by the Pfau Library, do
a keyword search in the library’s catalog on the
term “playaway.”
	
  

What is Playaway? Playaway is a pre-loaded
digital audio player. It checks out like a book and
you provide the headphones. No cassettes, CDs,
or downloads – just press the play button. v

Librarian of Congress statement regarding
e-Books and digital locks:
http://tinyurl.com/2f9nzfx
National Federation of the Blind response to
Kindle’s voice guide:
http://tinyurl.com/27f8p8h
The Reed College Kindle Study:
http://tinyurl.com/2v8ltqo

Eat, drink, read
by Barbara Quarton

The Modern Scholar series on
Playaway
by Lisa Bartle
“GREAT PROFESSORS Teaching You!” is
the tagline for The Modern Scholar series from
Recorded Books. Each course in the series
is made up of lectures from noted academics
introducing a variety of subjects. Primarily,
these courses are marketed to life-long learners,
those intellectual junkies who never explored a
discipline but always meant to. Maybe you’d
like to listen during your commute to “Big
Picture Investing” by Professor Peter Navarro.
Or perhaps you’d like English literature giant,
Professor Harold Bloom, to help you really
understand Shakespeare’s tragedies.
These courses also can act as supplementary
material for CSUSB classes covering information
a professor couldn’t cover sufficiently during class
time. How about bringing a bit more depth to
the topic of climate change by using “Global
Warming, Global Threat” lectured by Professor

THIS FALL, the library rolled out its new
code of conduct, which addresses, among other
things, policies about food and drink, cell phone
use, and group study options in the library.
You will be glad to know that you no longer
need to avoid eye contact with library staff while
carrying snacks into or through the library. We
have not only removed the ban on eating and
drinking in the common areas, we’ve opened a
café! As for the potential food residue and trash,
we are choosing to appeal to everyone’s sense of
personal responsibility and preference for a clean
environment. We have made many more trash
containers available, and if you create a mess you
cannot clean up, contact Library Administration
(537-5102) for assistance. For obvious reasons,
food and drink are still discouraged near
computers and in the Special Collections room.
Text is best! Personal ring tones are jarring
and cell phone conversations are annoying to
people who are trying to concentrate, so our
code of conduct asks you to turn your ringers to
silent mode and to choose texting over talking
whenever possible. As a courtesy to students deep
in thought, if you must talk on a cell phone, do
so near the entrances and stairwells. Please also
ensure that your music is only audible to you.
Group study is popular, especially during midterms and finals and group study rooms fill up
fast! Under no circumstances may a single person
use a group study room or hold it for a group
that has not arrived. And even if there are two
or more people in your group, but the group is
sleeping instead of studying (yes, this has actually
happened), you will be asked to leave. See the
article “Group Dynamics” by Brent Singleton in
this issue for more information on the improved
access to group study rooms. v

Group dynamics: more rooms, more
options
by Brent Singleton

People in the news
Mike Burgess has fully retired after fulfilling his
FERP.
Iwona Contreras was elected to a two-year term
as president of the San Bernardino Panhellenic
Alumnae Association and was appointed as
the chair of marketing and public relations for
the Arrowhead United Way Young Leadership
Council.
Denise Gipson-Perry has been appointed Head
of Circulation.
Les Kong
Completed his sixth year on the Substantive
Change Committee of Western Association of
Schools and Colleges (WASC).

STUDENTS SEEKING space for group
project meetings, study groups, and peer tutoring
now have more rooms and options from which
to choose. The library now has 12 group study
rooms of various sizes on the third, fourth, and
fifth floors. Most of the rooms (10) are available
on a first-come, first-served basis for groups of
two or more people. For groups that don’t mind
sharing space with other groups, there are two
multi-group study rooms both of which are able
to accommodate up to three groups at once.
Here, again, a group is at least two people; each
table seats four.
Reservations are required for the last two
rooms, PL-321 and PL-323. Also, a group must
have three or more people. Reservations are made
at the Circulation Desk on the first floor for twohour blocks of time.
All of the group study rooms have whiteboards
or chalkboards. Writing materials can be
checked out at the Circulation Desk. For more
information, including maps and our group study
room policy please visit: http://www.lib.csusb.
edu/guides/group_study.pdf. v

k
Served as Assistant Team Chair of the Educational
Effectiveness Review’s visit to California State
University, Los Angeles, in October 2010.

k
Chaired the Long Range Conference Planning
Committee, of California Academic & Research
Libraries (CARL).

k
Continues to serve as the American Library
Association (ALA) Chapter Councilor for the
California Library Association (CLA), and serves
on the Board of Directors for CLA.
Caroline Sue Lusk & Cesar Caballero were
married Aug., 14, 2010, in a small family
gathering.

Computer security tightened
by Bonnie Petry
IN ACCORDANCE with the evolving CSUwide information security policies, the library has
taken steps to eradicate unlimited, anonymous
use of our computer terminals. All terminals now
require a login of one sort or another.
Currently-registered students, faculty, and staff

All terminals now require a
login of one sort or another.
should use their My Coyote login for full access
to our resources, the Internet, and productivity
software (Word, PowerPoint, Excel, SPSS).
Affiliated guest users—members of the
Library Associates and/or the CSUSB Alumni
Association—will receive an account when they
sign up for their library cards at the Circulation
Desk. They have full access to our resources, and
the Internet, but not the productivity software
(due to licensing restrictions). These accounts are
active as long as the membership remains current.
Non-affiliated guest users—everyone else not
noted above—can apply for an account at the
Circulation Desk. Access is the same as affiliated
guest users and the account remains active for a
week. Accounts may be renewed.
Anonymous use, obtained by logging in with
the single word, “access,” is restricted to our
resources and selected Web domains (.edu, .gov,
and .mil).
Please note that due to contractual
agreements, only currently-registered students,
faculty, and staff qualify for remote access to our
resources. v

Tish McGuckian celebrated the birth of her first
grandchild, Zoey Claire Buchowiecki, who was
born on July 10, 2010, in Riverside, Calif.
Bonnie Petry was elected by her peers to receive
the honor of Librarian of the Year for her
extensive work relating to the Library Evaluation
Committee and her editorship of Peacock.
Barbara Quarton is now the library’s coordinator
of instruction after serving seven years as the
coordinator of reference services.
Kris Sanders, who retired in 2008, passed from
this life in September. She will, we hope, “…
appear once more, in a new and more perfect
edition, corrected and amended by the author.”
Brent Singleton is the new coordinator of
reference services.

Featured Books has expanded
by Bonnie Petry
RESPONSE TO our Featured Books section on the first floor opposite the Circulation Desk, has
been overwhelmingly positive and enthusiastic. Therefore, we have decided to expand this service.
Where before there was one bookcase, there are now two devoted to making the best of our new books
easily visible and convenient to check out. Whether you are looking for a juicy bestseller, something a
bit drier, or anything in between, take a look at Featured Books! v
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